
Choose Empower to:

• Gain a fast overview of transactions at any in-
store endpoint

• Be alerted instantly when a customer or cashier 
requires assistance

 – Delight customers by acting fast to remotely 
authorise restricted sales

 – Attend to customers before frustration sets in

• See a real-time summary of scanned items and 
transaction values

 – Check items are being scanned correctly 
 – Recognise disparities between scans and 

basket sizes / items

• Know when a checkout goes offline

• Improve service via iOS or Android mobile devices

Traditional point-of-sale is evolving, self-
checkout usage is growing and shrink is an 
increasing concern. Retailers must find new 
ways to serve customers faster, better and 
with less chance of theft.

Flooid’s Empower Application allows retail 
associates to monitor checkout scanning, 
authorise age-restricted sales, understand 
who needs help and catch non-payment 
activities — remotely, in real-time, and from 
the palm of their hand.

Empower
Protect profitability, smooth transaction 
flow and sharpen customer service with  
mobile remote assistance. 

Coming soon - 2023



Faster innovation

No need for delay, whilst staff walk to a point-
of-sale; Empower allows associates to remotely 
approve age and other restricted sales. Customers 
and cashiers can request help, knowing an 
immediate alert will be sent to a colleague. In-
store journeys are accelerated, line times are 
reduced and customer satisfaction soars. 

Instant information

Associates receive immediate alerts via a silent 
message, vibration or beep on their mobile device. 
One-tap functionality allows instant verification. 
Managers know if a checkout goes offline, can 
audit alerts by device, and can proactively 
monitor checkout scanning in real-time. 

Spot and reduce shrink

Gain real-time and end of transaction updates on 
scanned items, item count, with total transaction 
value and paused scans. Associates can compare 
the app and point-of-sale to see if items are being 
scanned correctly, or not at all.

Compatible

Empower works with self-checkout, cashier-
operated registers, convertible lanes, kiosks 
and the new generation of mobile POS devices. 
Retailers can choose to deploy across existing 
iOS or Android devices or adopt a new bespoke 
hand-held terminal to be shared between 
employees.

Prevent walkaways

Proactive intervention limits customers 
frustration which can result in abandoned 
baskets or frustrated outbursts. Real-time 
visibility on speed of item scanning, total number 
of items and total transaction value can alert 
staff to suspicious activity – preventing theft, 
mis-scans or even employee sweethearting. 
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“Mobile remote verification removes friction 
and accelerates the customer journey. Staff 
are empowered with real-time insights into 
transactions should anything look suspicious.”

Lisa Bowden, Product Manager, Flooid
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